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ABSTRACT 
Information security is one of the high level issues that have been tended to for a decade and 
intensively centered on these days. As claiming the information is considered having the force 
nowadays, keeping up this information secure is among the solitary approaches to keep up this 
force. During the most recent decade, a few techniques for information security were under 
exploration. One of these territories is the security of information correspondence. Among the 
techniques taking care of this issue is digital image watermarking. Digital watermarking is a 
cycle of information hiding. Digital watermarks permit clients to lawfully utilize content while 
adding security to the substance to forestall unlawful use. The point of this paper is to introduce 
a few works around there and look at the presentation of such techniques. In this paper we 
centre on Least Significant Bit (LSB) techniques in the spatial domain, beginning with a 
portrayal of the most recent work completed over LSB and finishing with making an 
examination between different LSB watermarking plans. 
KEYWORDS: Watermarking, Least Significant bit, Spatial Domain, Gray Images, 
Information Security, and Digital Image. 
INTRODUCTION 
Digital image processing is a quickly creating region with different bringing applications up in 
engineering. A digital image is a portrayal of two-dimensional images as a finite set of digital 
values called picture elements or pixels. In this way, processing a digital image by utilizing a 
digital computer is called digital image processing. For giving security to digital information, 
different techniques are utilized like encryption, decryption, cryptography, steganography, and 
digital watermarking. Digital watermarking is a use of digital image processing. Watermarking 
is an example of bits embedded into a digital image, audio, video, or text record that recognizes 
the document's copyright information, for example, creator and rights. Watermarking is a way 
to deal with ensures that information is secured.  

 
Watermarking is intended to be totally undetectable. When the watermarking is done, the client 
can send the watermarked image to another computer with the goal that another client can 
peruse the watermark or the concealed message in the image just if a similar calculation is 
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utilized. Consequently, the watermark can be ensured without being uncovered. A digital 
watermark is digital information that can be installed into all types of media content. Digital 
watermarks can be handily recognized and perused by computers, networks, and an assortment 
of digital gadgets, approving the first substance as well as starting activities. In contrast to 
printed watermarks, which are proposed to be to some degree noticeable, digital watermarks 
are intended to be totally imperceptible. It is noticeably utilized for following copyright 
encroachments and for banknote validation. Digital watermarks can't be eliminated or 
modified, making them a significant device when battling copyright encroachment on the Web. 
Digital watermarks permit clients to legitimately utilize content while adding security to the 
substance to forestall illicit utilization. Each watermarking framework has some significant 
attractive properties like adequacy, image loyalty, payload size, bogus positive rate, strength. 
The proficiency of digital watermarking algorithms is completely founded on the strength of 
the implanted watermark against different kinds of assaults. The image watermarking 
framework is separated into two cycles: embedding a watermark into the cover image and 
extraction of the watermark from the image. The embedding system is done at the source end, 
by utilizing any embedding watermarking calculation to embed the watermark into the first 
(called likewise cover or host) image bringing about a watermarked image. In the extraction 
cycle, a watermarking extraction calculation is utilized to remove the watermark from the 
watermarking image. Digital watermarking is a strategy used to improve the responsibility for 
image by supplanting the low-level signals straightforwardly into the image. Digital 
watermarking is a creating field and utilized in different applications. Each digital 
watermarking method incorporates two algorithms: the embedding calculation and the 
detecting calculation. Figure1.1 shows the watermark embedding measure in which the 
watermark is installed in the cover image by utilizing the embedding calculation.  

 
Figure 1.1 Watermark Embedding Process 

Watermarking techniques can be isolated into four classifications dependent on the sort of 
record to be watermarked is Text Watermarking, Image Watermarking, Audio Watermarking, 
and Video Watermarking. Digital Image Watermarking utilizes the digital image for 
embedding the shrouded information, subsequent to embedding the watermarked image is 
produced and the watermarked image is stronger against assaults. Digital image watermarking 
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is gotten from Steganography. The principle contrast between these two cycles is that, in 
steganography, the shrouded information is on most elevated need for sender and beneficiary 
yet in the watermarking source image and concealed image, mark or information is on most 
noteworthy need. Working of digital image watermarking can be partitioned into three phases. 
Digital image watermarking has pulled in a ton of mindfulness in the exploration network due 
to its simple accessibility. What's more, it can pass on enough excess information that could be 
utilized to insert watermarks. On account of images, watermarking techniques are arranged 
dependent on two working domains: either spatial domain or recurrence domain. The spatial 
domain techniques work straightforwardly on pixels. It implants the watermark by altering the 
pixels esteem. During watermark embedding, no changes are applied to the host signal. Spatial 
techniques are not vigorous against assaults. The principle strength of this strategy is that it is 
theoretically straightforward and has low computational complexities. Spatial domain strategy 
is less tedious as contrast with wavelet or recurrence domain techniques. The most regularly 
utilized spatial domain techniques are LSB. Figure 1.2. Shows the watermark recognition 
measure in which the implanted watermark is recuperated by utilizing the location calculation. 

 
Figure 1.2 Watermark Detection Process 

There are numerous algorithms, which are utilized for the embedding cycle. These algorithms 
can be sorted by the working domain into the Spatial Domain and Frequency Domain. Spatial 
domain techniques insert the watermarks by basically changing the values of some chose pixels 
of the cover the image. Instances of spatial domain techniques are the Least Significant Bit 
(LSB) Modification, Patchwork, and fractal pressure. In the Frequency domain, the watermark 
information is implanted in the change domain. Recurrence watermarking calculation changes 
over the first image utilizing a predefined change. At that point the watermark information is 
implanted in the changed image. The usage of the watermark is troublesome and 
computationally costly. The most widely recognized change techniques utilized in the 
recurrence domain are Fourier Transform (DFT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Every one of these techniques has its own properties and 
speaks to the image in an unexpected way. In this paper, we will zero in on the Least Significant 
Bit (LSB), which is a spatial domain procedure. The embedding of the watermark into the first 
image is finished by choosing a subset of pixels and subbing the least significant bit of the 
chose pixels with the watermark bits. The LSB techniques are anything but difficult to execute 
and requires a little calculation cost for both embedding and extraction measures. Then again, 
they are touchy to flag processing activities and for the most part show diminished vigour to 
various assaults. Regardless of whether there are a wide number of proposed LSB algorithms, 
still this region needs a ton of examination, as still there is an absence of strong arrangements. 
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The point of this paper is to give a set of the diverse proposed LSB algorithms, think about 
them, and point out the regular qualities and fundamental holes that should be centered around. 
 
 
Review of Least Significant Bit (LSB) Algorithm 
The point of this paper is to execute a portion of the watermarking algorithms dependent on 
the LSB method that the investigates have done beginning with the conventional LSB 
calculation, where the main bit (MSB) of the watermark image is inserted into the least 
significant bit (LSB) of the cover image to go about as an essential examination for different 
algorithms. The most well-known strategy for watermark embedding is to insert the watermark 
into the least significant bits of the cover object. Notwithstanding being a basic strategy, LSB 
replacement experiences numerous disadvantages. Despite the fact that it can endure changes 
like editing, any expansion of unfortunate commotion, or misfortune pressure however a more 
complex assault that could just set the LSB bits of every pixel to one can completely overcome 
the Watermark with unimportant effect on the cover object. When the calculation is known to 
a programmer, the installed watermark could be effectively adjusted by him with no trouble. A 
more refined methodology over the traditional LSB technique is to utilize a pseudorandom 
number generator which decides the pixels be utilized for embedding watermark dependent on 
a given key. Security of the watermark would be improved significantly as the Watermark 
could now be not, at this point is effectively visible to the programmers or some other 
unintended client.  

 
Figure 1.3 The Framework of the Proposed Method 

The least significant bit (LSB) strategy is utilized for straightforward activities to insert 
information in a cover image. The LSB strategy is that within a cover image pixels are changed 
by bits of the mystery message. Despite the fact that the number was installed into the initial 8 
bytes of the lattice, the 1 to 4 least bits should have been changed by the implanted message. 
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By and large, just 50% of the bits in an image should be adjusted to shroud a mystery message 
utilizing a cover image. Since the nature of the Watermarked image is low, not exactly over 
the 4-bit LSB, changing the LSB of pixel brings about little changes in the power of the tones. 
These progressions can't be seen by the human perceivability framework. Notwithstanding, a 
uninvolved aggressor can undoubtedly separate the changed bits, since; it has played out a 
straightforward activity. For instance, Figure 1 shows the 1-bit LSB. In Figure 1, the pixel 
estimation of the cover image is 141(10001101)2 and the mystery information is 0. It applies 
to LSB-1 that the changed pixel estimation of the cover is 140(10001100)2. LSB can store 1-
bit in every pixel. On the off chance that the cover image size is 256 x 256-pixel image, it 
would thus be able to store an aggregate sum of 65,536 bits or 8,192 bytes of installed 
information. 

 
Figure 1.4 An example of 1 bit LSB 

In light of the LSB method, we propose another watermarking calculation. Most analysts have 
proposed the main LSB however our proposed watermarking calculation is utilizing the third 
and fourth LSB for hiding the information. This is a direct result of security reasons. Thus, 
nobody will expect that the shrouded information in the third and the fourth LSB. Figure 2 
shows the structure of the proposed strategy. To begin with, we select the image which is a 
grayscale image and we will move the information to double an incentive subsequent to 
composing it. At that point, we conceal the information in the image utilizing the proposed 
calculation. Figure 1.3 shows the embedding calculation in MATLAB. At that point, we will 
get the watermarked image. At that point, the beneficiary will recover the information back.  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
M. Barni et al (2018), have built up an improved wavelet based watermarking calculation 
which installs the watermark code by altering the DWT coefficients of the image. They misuse 
a model got from image pressure techniques for adjusting the watermark solidarity to the 
attributes of the HVS. The watermark gauging capacity is determined as a basic result of 
information extricated from HVS model. As opposed to regular techniques working in the 
wavelet domain, covering is refined pixel by pixel by considering the texture and the luminance 
substance of all the image sub groups. The watermark is recognized by figuring the connection 
between's the watermarked coefficients and the watermarking code, and the recognition limit 
is picked so that the information on the watermark energy utilized in the embedding stage isn't 
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required, accordingly allowing it to adjust the current image. They tentatively demonstrated 
that the presentation of this calculation was excellent and the conduct of the watermark finder 
as for image editing was acceptable. 
Wang and Lin et al (2016), proposed wavelet tree based watermarking calculation. In this 
technique, the host image is changed into wavelet coefficients utilizing a discrete-time wavelet 
change (DTWT). The watermark is implanted in the wavelet coefficients which are assembled 
into super trees. Every watermark bit is inserted utilizing two super trees. Contingent upon the 
estimation of the watermark bit, one of the super trees is quantized as for a quantization file so 
that the two super trees exhibit a huge enough factual contrast, which can be extricated for 
getting choice. As every watermark bit is inserted in different recurrence groups and the 
information of the watermark bit is spread all through huge spatial districts, consequently the 
watermarking strategy is hearty to assaults in both recurrence and time domains. This 
procedure is valuable for expulsion of high-pass subtleties in JPEG pressure and strong to time 
domain assaults, for example, pixel moving and turn. Notwithstanding copyright security, the 
proposed watermarking plan can likewise be applied to information hiding or image 
verification. 
Mohamed Tahar Ben Othman et al (2014), another shading image grouping procedure is 
introduced and utilized for powerful watermarking; characterized as the determination of the 
inserted watermark under image bothers coming about because of assaults. The image is 
partitioned into groups utilizing the Content Addressable Method (CAM). We show that 
watermark strength is connected, on one side, to the appropriation pace of image pixels over 
groups, and on the opposite side, to the dispersal pace of pixels of each bunch on the image. 
Our examinations lead to the end that the more uniform circulation of pixels over the bunches 
is and the more dispersal pace of groups on the image is, the better watermark strength we get. 
This outcome comes from the way that the proposed strategy opposes mathematical assaults 
like turn and trimming. 
Toufik Bouden et al (2014), an imperceptible strong, non-daze watermarking plan for digital 
images is introduced. The proposed calculation consolidates the Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(DWT) and the Bi-dimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition (BEMD). Not at all like past 
works where the watermark bits are installed straightforwardly on the wavelet coefficients, has 
the proposed plot recommended rather the embedding of the wavelet coefficients of the mean 
pattern results by playing out the BEMD on the host image, utilizing Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD). The watermarked image has an excellent perceptual 
straightforwardness. The extraction calculation is a non-daze measure, which utilizes the first 
image as a kind of perspective for recovering the watermark. The proposed calculation is hearty 
against turn, interpretation, and pressure and clamour expansion. It has additionally a better 
Peak Signal than Noise Ratio (PSNR) for the watermarked image. The got results, tried on 
various images by different assaults, are acceptable as far as indistinctness and strength. 
Ranjith Ram et al (2015), as digital image watermarking has become a significant device for 
copyright security, different watermarking plans have been proposed in the writing. Among 
them, image watermarking utilizing bidimensional observational mode deterioration (EMD) is 
a recently evolved technique. In this survey paper, a correlation of EMD based techniques for 
image watermarking is finished. The utilization of Bidimensional Empirical Mode 
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Decomposition(BEMD) in watermarking is persuaded by the way that it has preferable quality 
over Fourier, Wavelet, and other deterioration techniques in separating inborn parts due to its 
completely information driven property. This deterioration is additionally demonstrated as an 
extremely amazing asset for multi-scale investigation of non-fixed and nonlinear signs and 
furthermore by the attributes of the IMF. The watermarking is done on the IMFs got by 
performing BMD. This watermarking strategy is stronger against different sign processing 
activities and assaults. 
Rahul Dixit et al (2017), these days, Multimedia security is a significant issue. Images, video, 
audio, text records are losing their validity step by step as they can be contorted or controlled 
by utilizing a few apparatuses. Guaranteeing the credibility and uprightness of digital media is 
a significant issue. The control made by phony instruments is so easily done that we don't 
presume that fabrication might be associated with digital substance. Mixed media information 
is confronting a few issues identified with illicit dispersion, duplication, and control of 
information passed on by them. The digital watermarking procedure assumes a significant 
function in securing digital substance. In this paper, based on their working standards, diverse 
watermarking techniques are sorted. Assaults, applications, and necessities identified with 
watermarking techniques are likewise talked about. Diverse watermarking techniques proposed 
by specialists for securing copyrights of digital media are introduced which depend on spatial 
and recurrence domain. The recurrence domain is getting substantially more consideration 
because of the utilization of wavelets which have a serious level of similarity to the human 
visual framework. In digital watermarking, mystery information is installed with unique 
information for keeping up proprietorship privileges of the digital substance. Spatial domain 
watermarking techniques work over pixel qualities and recurrence domain watermarks worried 
about various changes that can be utilized with digital substance. Indistinctness, vigour, 
security, multifaceted nature and limit are a few necessities of the digital watermarking which 
totally relies upon the calculation utilized for watermarking. 
Elizabeth Chang et al (2015), watermarking which has a place with the information hiding 
field has seen a great deal of examination interest as of late. There is a ton of work start led in 
various branches in this field. Steganography is utilized for mystery correspondence, while 
watermarking is utilized for content assurance, copyright the board, content verification, and 
alter discovery. In this paper, we present an itemized study of existing and recently proposed 
steganography and watermarking techniques. We characterize the techniques dependent on 
various domains where information is inserted. Here we limit the overview to images as it 
were. 
Nagaraj et al (2017), In this paper, another protected watermarking plan for shading images 
is proposed. It parts the watermark into two offers utilizing (2, 2)- edge Visual Cryptography 
Scheme (VCS) with Adaptive Order Dithering procedure and installs one offer into high 
textured sub-band of Luminance channel of the shading image. The other offer is utilized as 
the key and is accessible just with the super-client or the creator of the image. In this plan, just 
the super-client can uncover the first watermark. The proposed plot is dynamic as in to keep 
up the perceptual closeness between the first and the watermarked image the chose sub-band-
coefficients are changed by shifting the watermark scaling factor. The exploratory outcomes 
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exhibit the adequacy of the proposed plot. Further, the proposed conspire can oppose all basic 
assaults even with solid plentifulness. 
O. Niang et al (2016), Late advancements in examination strategies on the non-straight and 
non-fixed information have gotten enormous consideration from the image investigators. In 
1998, Huang presented the experimental mode decay (EMD) in sign processing. The EMD 
approach, completely unaided, demonstrated solid monodimensional (seismic and biomedical) 
signals. The fundamental commitment of our methodology is to apply the EMD to texture 
extraction and image separating, which are broadly perceived as a troublesome and testing 
computer vision issue. We built up a calculation dependent on dimensional experimental mode 
deterioration (BEMD) to remove highlights at various scales or spatial frequencies. These 
highlights, called inherent mode capacities, are removed by a filtering cycle. The bidimensional 
filtering measure is acknowledged utilizing morphological administrators to distinguish 
provincial maxima and gratitude to outspread premise work for surface insertion. The 
exhibition of the texture extraction algorithms, utilizing the BEMD technique, is shown in the 
trial with both engineered and common images. 
Abdullah Bamatraf et al (2013), In this paper, we present another digital watermarking 
calculation utilizing the least significant bit (LSB). LSB is utilized on account of its little impact 
on the image. This new calculation is utilizing LSB by rearranging the parallel values of the 
watermark text and moving the watermark as per the odd or considerably number of pixel 
directions of the image prior to embedding the watermark. The proposed calculation is 
adaptable relying upon the length of the watermark text. In the event that the length of the 
watermark text is more than ((MxN)/8)- 2 the proposed calculation will likewise insert the extra 
of the watermark text in the second LSB. We contrast our proposed calculation and the 1-LSB 
calculation and Lee's calculation utilizing Peak signal-to-clamor proportion (PSNR). This new 
calculation improved its nature of the watermarked image. We likewise assault the 
watermarked image by utilizing editing and adding commotion and we got great outcomes too. 
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S.No Title Year Author Technology Used 

1 

Digital Image 
Watermarking in 

Frequency Domain 
Using ECC and 

Dual 
Encryption 
Technique 

2013 
G.S. Kalra, 

R. Talwar and 
H. Sadawarti 

Watermarking 
embedding and 

extraction algorithm 

2 

An Extensive 
Literature Review 
on Digital Image 

Watermarking 

2015 
Abhilasha Malviya, 

Asst. Prof. Nitin 
Lonbale 

Discrete 
Wavelet Domain 

(DWT),Dual-Tree 
Complex Wavelet 

Transform (DTCWT) 

3 

A Digital Image 
Watermarking 

System: An 
Application Of Dual 

Layer 
Watermarking 

Technique 

2017 

Ch’ng Chen Phin 
, Nurul Hidayah Ab 

Rahman, Noraini Che 
Pa 

Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT), 
Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT), 
Discrete Wavelet 

Transform (DWT). 

4 
Digital 

Watermarking - A 
Technology Review 

2011 Hebah H.O. Nasereddin 

Spatial domain water 
marks, Frequency 
domain, Wavelet 

domain 

5 

Applications of 
Digital 

Watermarking to 
Cyber 

Security (Cyber 
Watermarking) 

2015 
Agbaje, M.O, Awodele 
O., and Ogbonna A.C 

Cyber-attack, Cyber 
Watermarking 

6 

On Secure Digital 
Image 

Watermarking 
Techniques 

2011 
Manjit Thapa, Sandeep 

Kumar Sood 

Singular Value 
Decomposition 

(SVD) 

7 

Comparison of 
Digital Image 
watermarking 

Methods DWT & 
DWT-DCT on the 

Basis of PSNR 

2012 
Navnidhi 

Chaturvedi,Dr.S.J.Basha 
Peak signal to Noise 

ratio(PSNR) 

8 
Digital Image 

Watermarking using 
Ellipse Watermark 

2017 
Suraj Kumar Dubey, Dr. 

A. S. Zadgaonkar 

 Ellipse 
Watermarking, 

Embedded watermark 
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CONCLUSION 
Digital image watermarking has pulled in a ton of awareness in the examination network in 
view of its simple accessibility. Wavelet-based image watermarking is acquiring prominence 
on account of its similarity to the human visual system. This paper reviews the way that huge 
quantities of innovative and inventive image watermarking approaches dependent on DWT are 
accessible. This paper proposed another LSB based digital watermarking plan with the blend 
of LSB and inverse bit. The experimental result shows that the proposed algorithm maintains 
the nature of the watermarked image. This paper likewise shows the experimental results when 
joining various places of LSB, for example, the second LSB and the third LSB and fourth LSB 
and the blend between them. The proposed algorithm is likewise tried utilizing Peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) and the result of PSNR is contrasted and the conventional LSB and Lee's 
algorithm. We additionally assault the watermarked image by utilizing cropping and adding 
noise and we got great results also. Hence, this new digital watermarking algorithm can be 
utilized to implant watermark inside the image. 
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